EXHIBIT 2
Microsoft Windows 95 for PCs without Windows 95

More Power for Internet Access, Applications, and Games

Internet Explorer Starter Kit Included FREE!
A $24.95 value

Microsoft Windows 95 for PCs without Window

Case No. 94-1564
To get the computer you've always wanted, click here.

Unlock the potential of your computer with the Microsoft Windows 95 operating system, and explore the exciting new possibilities of the Internet with the enclosed FREE Microsoft Internet Explorer Starter Kit.

Plug and Play technology automatically installs compatible CD-ROM drives, sound cards, and more.

The Microsoft Windows Messaging client is a universal inbox for communicating over the Internet: MSN*, The Microsoft Network, and other online services.

Experience the Web. Microsoft Internet Explorer lets you view rich, interactive sites that incorporate online text, graphics, sound, and video.

Cruise the Internet with Windows 95 and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
- High-performance. 32-bit multitasking browser makes your time on the Internet more enjoyable and productive.
- Upgrades of Internet Explorer are downloadable on http://www.microsoft.com/
- "Designed for Windows 95" applications give you an easy, exciting, and superior input device control and multiplayer capability.